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ELEY KISHIMOTO celebrates fashion and home with a new AW15 Collection 
 

     
Above: Look 21 (Fishbone Borders), Look 9 (Galaxy Bouquet), Look 17 (Vanity Cats) (Photo: Kumi Saito) 

 
Following the 2014 launch of its first hand-printed wallpaper collection, pattern expert 
ELEY KISHIMOTO has unveiled its AW15 fashion collection. Entitled A Wallflower’s 
House Party, the collection features 12 unique patterns taken from the wallpaper 
collection which is originally inspired by the studio’s fashion archives of over 22 years. As 
part of the new collection, EK has also collaborated with two Scottish knitwear 
companies, Roam and ERIBÉ on an exclusive selection of UK-manufatured lambswool 
blankets and hand-knitted garments. 
 
Reinforced by its long-standing expertise in pioneering printmaking, ELEY KISHIMOTO’s 
new AW15 range, coupled with its hand-printed wallpapers, offer a total wall-to-toe 
coordination in your favourite EK pattern. The studio sees no distinction between 
garment and wall surface, both can be adorned with the same pattern under the motto 
“Print the World”. 
 
“Why be a wallflower at someone else’s party when you can be the belle of the ball at 
your own?” says Wakako Kishimoto. 
 



     
Above: Look 23 (Camo Chevron), Look 11 (Venice), Look 17 (Monster Skin) (Photo: Kumi Saito) 

 
Like the wallpaper collection, A Wallflower’s House Party displays the quality of 
craftsmanship, with all fabrics printed by EK’s London-based in-house team. 
 
Teamed with simple and relaxed shapes in natural bases, the new ELEY KISHIMOTO’s 
hand-printed, bold graphic prints render visual strength that embodies the aura of 
human warmth, all to be taken for personal pleasure. 
 

   
Above: Knitwear in collaboration with ERIBÉ (Photo: Kumi Saito) 

 
Collaboration with ERIBÉ 
 
The colourful knitwear experts collaborate on a joint-label capsule hand-knit range for 
AW15. Subtly echoing two of ELEY KISHIMOTO’s most iconic wallpaper designs, Vanity 
Cats and Light On Lattice, you can now wear your home on your sleeves. With a shared 
love of pattern and colour, the collaboration results in hand-knitted garments worthy of 



heirloom status, each piece being as bespoke and thoughtfully made as each EK’s hand-
printed wallpaper.  
 

     
Above: Blankets in collaboration with Roam (Photo: Kumi Saito) 

 
Collaboration with Roam 
 
Nestled among the rolling hills of the Scottish Borders is Roam; devoted to colour, craft 
and British manufacture. ELEY KISHIMOTO has teamed up its bold wallpaper patterns 
with Roam's traditional techniques to create a range of six blanket designs to drape over 
your sofa or your shoulders. 
 
A Wallflower’s House Party from ELEY KISHIMOTO is available to buy as of May 2015. 
Prices on request. 
 
www.eleykishimoto.com  
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Notes to editors 
 
About ELEY KISHIMOTO 
 
Living by the maxim "Print The World," ELEY KISHIMOTO has always strived to create 
work that is executed simply, clear in intention, exhibiting a unique creative flair that 
rejects passing trends and fads. 
 
From a partnership forged in the early 90's, ELEY KISHIMOTO quickly gained a 
reputation for incisive and intelligent print design with its craftsmanship gracing the 
world's catwalks via work with Louis Vuitton, Marc Jacobs, Alexander McQueen, Alber 
Elbaz and Jil Sander, to name but a few. 
 
In the mid 90s the partnership moved into the fashion world with the launch of its first 
womenswear collection; this proved to be such a success that the company has 
continued to produce its own ELEY KISHIMOTO line ever since. 
 
Although initially earned as a result of its vibrant fashion collections, the company's 
renown has always been very much associated with its freedom to decorate anything 
and everything. It is this print design aesthetic that is key to its works' identity. 
 
Thus following hot on the hemline of its collections came a steady stream of ever more 
varied design product. Wallpapers, furniture, furnishing fabrics, glassware and crockery 
led on to more industrial based design work in the automotive, architectural and 
electronics worlds, whilst also working with individual artists and galleries. The company 
sees each new design challenge as a platform from which to communicate with a wider, 
more varied audience. 
 
Creative directors for Paris-based fashion house Cacharel between 2008 and 
2009, MARK ELEY and WAKAKO KISHIMOTO are currently artistic directors of a new line 
for the Japanese market Laura Ashley London. 
 
Collaborative works with BMW motorbikes, Eastpak bags, Duvel beer, Incase (Macbook, 
iPhone, iPad accessories) amongst others, incorporating the key Flash print is a further 
development of this aesthetic and yet another intriguing twist in the continuing story of 
those shapeshifters of the print world, ELEY KISHIMOTO. 
 
www.eleykishimoto.com 
 
About Roam 
 
In early 2007 Sonia Ambrosano and Lachlan Munro embarked upon Roam, a personal 
project that would allow them to design and knit the pieces they have always dreamed 



about. 

Based in the heart of the Scottish Borders but working with clients throughout Europe 
and beyond, Roam meet, work and share knit knowledge at their studio and micro 
factory situated in Galashiels. It is there that they dream, craft and create the softest 
most luxurious knitted products looking to use only the finest natural and sustainable 
materials to create unique and limited edition decorative knitted products for house-
baby-fashion. 

Their vision is simple: to create warm, soulful products that express our collective 
imagination, inspiring and evoking wonderful thoughts of travel and distant places.  

www.studioroam.co.uk  

 
About ERIBÉ 
 
Established in 1986, ERIBÉ is a forward-thinking knitwear design house and manufacturer 
based in Scotland. World-renowned for putting an innovative spin on traditional Scottish 
knitwear; ERIBÉ champion natural yarns, craftsmanship and eco-conscious living.  
 
ERIBÉ are also one of the largest hand-knitting companies in Europe. Together they 
work with 240+ artisan knitters throughout the UK to produce their special hand-knit 
range.  
 
www.eribe.com 
 
 
 
 
 
  
  
 


